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ON THE THEORY OF OSCILLATIIIG AIRFOILS OF FINITE SPAN
IN SUBSONIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOW’
By ERIC REISS.N~R
SUMMARY
The problem of the oscillating tijting surface ofjinite span in
subsonic compressible jlow is reduced to an integral equati”o.n.
The kernel of the integral equation is approm”mated by a simpler
expression, on the ba$is of the assumption of suj%iently large
aspeet ratio. With this approximation the double integral
occurring in the f ormulution oj the problem i-s reduced to two
single integrak, one of which is taken orer i!he chord and the
other ocer the span of the lifting surjace. On the bum-s of thi~
reduction the threedimensianal problem appears separated into
two twodimensional problems, one of them being effectively the
problem of ihoodimensionul$ow and.the other being the problem
of spanwise-eirculatiun di-stn”bution. Earlier results cxmc.wn-
,ing the osm”Ua.tingiijling surface oj jitiite span in incom-
pressible $OW are contained in the present more general results.
INTRODUCTION
The present report is concerned with the probIem of the
oscillating airfoiI of finite span, within the frame of the linear-
ized Iifting-surface theory. The aim of this stucIy is the
development of a theory which incorporates simultaneously
the effects of threedimensionaIity of the flow and of com-
pressibiIit.yof the fluid. As an exact-soIution of this probIem,
even within the limitations of the linearized theory, presents
very great difhdties, it is worth while to work toward an
approximate theory which is valid, provided the aspect ratio
of the lifting surface is not too small.
The author has previously obtained results of this natwe
for the case of incompressible flow (references i ancl 2). In
this earlier work the known results for the probIem of tvro-
dimensional incompressible flow were contained as a special
case. The present worlc generalizes these results so as to
take account of compressibility in the subsonic range. Thus,
the resiks of this report consist of a system of equations
which contain, as speciaI cas~, both the author’s results for
the wing of finite span in incompressible flow and the results
of Possio’s theory of two-dimensional compressible flow
(reference 3).
The scope of the present resuhs may briefly be described
as follows. The starting point, of the -work is an integrsd-
equation formulation of the probIem of the Ming surface of
&ite span. The integrals which occur are doubIe integrals
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and the functions to
dependent variables.
be determined are functions of two in-
The essential step of the present work
is to repIace the actual kerneI of the integral equation by an
approximate kernel in such a way that. the doubIe integrak
are reduced to single integrak over the range of either one
of the two independent variables. In thisway the problem --
is rcducec~to two probIems which are to be soIved separately.
The fist of these two problems is of the same nature as the
Possio probIera of two-dimensional compressible flow. The
seccmdof these probIems is of the same nature as the problem
of the PrandtI Mting-line theory for the wing of fiite span
in uniform motion.
As in the theory of incompressible flow, this reduction of
the doubIe-integraI problem to two single-integral problems
cIepends crucially on the assumption of sufficiently large
aspect ratio, WhiIe %mfEciently Iarge” aspect ratios might.
be thought to be aspect ratios of about 3, definite statements
of this nature must be based on experimental evidence, as
long as no exact soIutions exist for the three-dimensional
problem of the oscilkting lifting surface in compressible flow.
It is perhaps worth while to state explicitly that the pres-
ent probIem is quite difl’erent.from the corresponding probIem
for supersonic flow.
It might tdso be ad~ed that there are reasons to beli:ye __
that it isnot satisfactory, even approximately, to superimpose
aspect-ratio corrections for incompressible flow and tom- ,, ___
pressibiIity corrections for twodimenaional ffow in order to
obtain corrections for the combined effect. This latter point
is one of the reasons for the present study.
This work was conducted at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology under the sponsorship and with the fiancial __
assistante of the hTationa.lAdvisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
SYMBOLS *
x-, Y, z Cartesian coordinates
u main-stream ~elocity in ~X4irection
t time
H defied by equation of lifting surface
Z=H(.Y,Y,t)
u, V,w components of -relooity change caused by pres- - -
ence of EN@ surface
R= region in S, Y-plane occupied by projection of
lifting surface ,
Po density of stream flowing -withvelocity U
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density and pressure changes, respectively, t-wso-
ciated with velocity changes u, v, agd w
velocity of sound in main stream (az=dp/dpJ
coordinate of tniiiing edge-of R=
potential of velocity changes u, v, and”&
circular frequency of oscibtion
Mach number of main stream (27/a)
reaI pirt of
a length to be identfied with the semichord
of R= at midspan
reduced-frequency parameter (cob/U)
dimensionless coordinates_ defined by equation
(19)
function defined by equation (21)
parameter defined as P=#&. :— -.
parameter defined as K=#&z
parameter defined as v=&z -- ---
region. in x,y-plane corresponding to region R=
in X, Y-pIane
coordinate of trailing edge Of Bay
coordinate of leadhg edge..?f.Ra*
region in z,y-plane consisting of the strip “to the”
right of the trailing edge -of R=*
entire x,y-pkrne except for regions Ra* and “RW*
function defiled by equation (36)
function defined by equation (37)
variabks of integration in accordance with
equation (40)
defined by equation (41)
Hankel functions of second kind,
and first order, respectively
auxiliary variable of integration
function defined by equation (51)
function defined by equation (52)
and of zeroth
functions det%]ed‘by ‘equations “(54), (55], and
(56]
order of magni$u@ of
function defined by equation (38)
fwction defined by equations (73) and (83)
auxiliary variable of integration
auxi~iaryvariable of integration
function defined by equation (76)
ratio of sernispan to semichord at midsp~n
defined as ~*–—7/sJl —M2
local se.michcwddivided by semichord b at mid-
span
a quantity indicating amount of sweep and
defined by equation (86)
dimensionless coordinate defined as
x*=(z–x~*)/b*
quantities defined by equation (87)
quantities defined as
g*(x*, y*)=g (z, y); X“(x”j @)=W, !/)
function defined by equation (89)
function defined .by equation (9o)
THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM OF THE
OSCILLATING LIFTING SURF.4CII
It is assumed that a nearly plane, impcnetmblc surface is
put into the path of an inviscid, flowing fluid whicl}l mccpL
for the effect of this surface, possesses a uniform velocity U
in the direction of the positive X-axis. The impcnetrabic
surface; henceforth called Iifting surface, is tal{cn to lic
nearly in the X, Y-plane, and its equation is writkn il] the
form Z= H(X,Y,t). When H= O no disturbance is caused.
When the lifting surface is not exactIy plane and p~r~llcl to
the direction of iYthevelocity components (~~,0,0) aro changed
into (U+ U)V,W)where u, v, and w depend ONthe form of the
function H and on the shape of the region R. which is the
projection of the lifting surface onto the X, Y-pIanc,
The disturbances caused by the presence of the Iifting
surface are assumed to be small, in the souse that.”L.hcdiflcr-
ential equations and boundary conditions of tho prol.krn arc
linearized with respect to the disturbance docity compon-
ents u, v, and w and with respect to the pressure and density
changes y and p caused by the presence of the lifting surface,
Urider these conditions the differential equations of the
probIem are the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
( )‘P u ‘P : p. :;++$+$ =02X+-ax (4)
The quantity p, in equations (1) to (4) is -the density in the
ffuid flowing without disturbance and tho quantity a in
equation (5) is the velocity of sound in the undisturbed fluid;
that is, a2=dp/dP0.
The boundary condition of no relative normal flow Rt the
lifting surface is satisfied, within t.hcframe of [hc Iinmrizcd
theory, instead of on the lifting surface itself, on tbc pro-
jection of this surface onto the -S,Y-plane,
The form of condition (6) (-whichholds on both sides of the
lifting surface) indicates that w is an even function of Z,
Nom e@ation (3) it follows then that y is an odd fuuctiou
of Z and the condition thtit the preasmw disturbance p is
continuous, except when passing across the Iifting surface,
means that for Z= O and
X, Y outside R*, p= O (7)
On the basis of conditions (7) and (6) the problem may lx
considered to consist in the determination of u, v, w, and p in
the half space Z> Owith the boundary 2=0.
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In addition to conditions (6) ~nd (7) the foIIow-ingfurther
conditions are prescribed in order to obtain an unambiguous
solution. At the trahg edge of fhe Iifting surface,
.X= X~(Y), p is finite (8)
Finally, it is postulated as a condition “at intlnity” that
energy is traveIing outward without reflection, in a manner
to be defied more preciseIy in what follows for the case of
simpIe harmonic motion.
VELOCITY-POTENTIAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The probIem as stated in equations (1) to (8] may be
solved by means of a veIocifiy potential ~, in terms of which
Zkp
u‘E
asj
1’‘2ir
arj
“=522}
(9)
Combination of equations (9), (I), (2), and (3) resnhs in the
foIIowing expression for the pressure change p:
. (10)
Combination of equations (10), (5), (9), and (4) results in the
following differential equation for ~:
Equation (11) k to be solved in the half space 2>0 subject
to the foIIowing boundary conditions at 2=0:
X, Y outside E., ~+ U $=0
X=XT(Y), g+u$ isfite
(12)
(13)
(14)
and subject to the condition of no energy reflection at in-
fity.
In what follows attention is restricted to the case of simple
harmonic motion by writing:
($(X,17,z, t)=@’”’F(x,Y, z) (15)
with corresponding expressions for Rand P.=
Equation (11) now assumes the form
( )aq av av_A ~u+u A ‘-=0~+p+~ ~a ax @ (16)
~It ie perhapsnotent”irelysuperfluousto indicateit thhis meantin thesensetha&
corrqondiig toa surfase equationRe(@Hh therefsa presmradfsfributionRe@~lm.
Equation (10) becomes
(
aq
)~=—po ‘iC@J+u ~ (17)
The foIlosvi.ngdimensionless parameters and variables are
(18)
b {19)
The diilerential equation (16)then assumes the form
(20)
Equation (2o) is reduced further, for the purpose of elimi- _-
nating fishderivative terms, by the foIIowing substitutiorc
and obtain as the equation for $,
v’#+t?r)=o (23)
where
k.kf
“I=F (24)
The expression for ~ and the boundary conditions must
now be expressed in terms of the new independent variables
x, y, and z and in tmne of the new dependent variable ~.
From equations [17]and (19), it follows i3rst that
Combination of equations (2-5) and (21) gives
P–-—
-+’+%9
(25)” ““
(26) ‘
where v is ddned as
k
——
‘—-1-M* (27)
The boundary condition (12) becomes
asp u
x, g inside R=*, ~=
\m~ ‘-f=(’k~-+a ‘2’)
where R.* “isthe regioniR the Z, $@ane co~eWnd@ to
R= in the X, Y-pIane.
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The boundary condition (13) becomes
x, y outside R a#=*, iwt+z=o (29)
The condition of finite pressure at the ...trailingedge is now,
Finally, the condition of no energy reflection at infity is
written in the form
2+ ‘=’,” lb=j(z,y, 2)6-’” (31)
where rz= Xa+ yz+ Z2 and where j ten.iisto zero as-z tends
to infinity.a
The boundary condition (29) is made more spi%ific in “~he
following manner. From condition (29),
*(2, y, O)=c(y)t?-f” (32)
For any line y= Constant which does not. pass through R=*)
itcan be concluded from the condition of undisturbed flow
at z=— co that c(y)=O. The same can be said for that
portion of any line y=Const.ant which is situated in front
of the Ie.adingedge of the airfoil region,. The situqtio.g..is
clifferent for portions of limes y= Ccmst.antwhich do pass
through R=* and which are to the rem of the trailing edge
of Ran. The region to the rear of the trailing edge and
bouncIed by lines y =Consttm~ which are tangent to .Ra* is
caIled the wake region and is designated by RW*. The
exterior of the region RU*“and R.* is cdld the r~fi”ainhg
region and is designated by R~*. Then c(y)= O in R,* and,
in general, c(y) # Oin It.*.
llquatio~l (29)is thus seqn to be eqti.vdent to. the foI]ow-.
ing two equations:
x, y inside R,*, fi=O (33a)
x, y inside RM*, ~=c(y)e-~~ (33b)
If now a function A is introduced defined by
A(y)= 24[z77(y),y, o] ! ‘ ‘(34)
then equation (33b) can be written in the form
bti “
x, y inside R~*, —= —~A(y) e4v(ZT-@
ax 2 (35).
In vie-wof equation (33a), there may aIso bc i~’ritten
J~T2)$(X, y; 0) ~z ‘A(y)= 2 ax (36)ZL
where zJy) is the coordinate of the leading edge of the
airfoil region R=*.
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTANT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
Before. proceeding with the solution of the problem as
reduced in the foregoing section of this report i~ final
formulation is recapitulated as follows. .
3This inaurasthat # =f ei@ ‘-’r) as z tends to InlWty and therewiththat waves are
travelingawayfmm thesourceef the dieturbanee.
Dete@ine the solution of the differential equation
VZ$+ h2+= O
in the half space z ~ O subject to tlw following
at 2=0:
~, y inside /?a*$ :=9(X, y)
?)$ “x, y inside RW*~ —=—~ A(y) C[’@T-Xl
&
a+
Z, y inside .Rr*, —=0
2)2
(23)
ti.onditiom
(28a)
(35]
(~~~)
(2tJa)
and subject to the foIlowing condition at infinity:
where j= O(Z} and where r*=z2+ yz+z~.
Various quantities occurring in LIMSCequations me defined
as.folIovrs:
(37)
a~(x, y, o)
A(X,y)=2 – .-~;—
(36a).
(38)
by equations (24),The parameters K,j, and v me Mined
(22), and (27), respectively. The region ‘l/u* ‘follows froi
the airfoil region R. by multiplication with a scale factor I/L
in the z-direction and ‘by multiplicnt,ionwith a sdc fnctor
~/~ in t~~?y-direction. ‘Ile region R.* is the strip
extending from the trailing edge z =x~ to z =.w, and f.hc
region R,* is the remainder of the x, y-plane.
The solution of the boundary-va]uc probIcn~is LObe used
to calculate the pressure-change ampIiLurlcj?aaL tho liftillg
surface .jn accordance with the relation
‘fe’@(i’’+%)iL*jj==—— (39)
which f.oIlowsfrom equation (26).
The Solution of the problem as summarized will be
approac.h.ed through its reduction to an integral equation
for the quantity k as defined by equation (38).
AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE VALUES OF b#/h
“III thk section it is “proposed to derive a forrmda for W
values of b#/&, for the purpose of set.ting up the basic
integral equation of the problem under con,sitleration. To
begin, rgsxdtsare.taken which in essencearc known and the.se
are transformed in a way designed to facihtat.c.thesubsequcnL
transition from the cxact~double-integral equation of the
problem, to the approximate integral equation con{ aining
single integrals only.
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The fist formula is a representation of the values of
b~/~x in the interior of the half space z>O in terms of the
dues of b@x on the boundary z= Oof the ldf space, as
foIIo-ws:
In equation (4o)and in all that follows,
r*=(x —g)~+(y—71)*+z~ (41)
and the quantity h is according to equation (38) given by
2W(&q,0)/M. It is noted that this representation of b@x
insures that the conditions at infinity as egpressed in equa-
tions (31) are satisfied.
From equation (4o), it follows that
If it is now observed that the quantity r-]e-fti is a solution
of the differential equation (23] for x, then equation (42)
may be written in the alternate form
In equation (43), it is noted that &/byz= b’/bvz and the term
in question is integrated by parts with respect to ~. In
adclition to this, by making use of the obvious identity
N, T)=N, ‘Y)+[W q)–M.% %01
equation (43) is titten as foIIows:
(44)
In the fist integral on the right of equation (44) the integ-
ration with respect to ~ may be mm-ied out explicitly.
When the remaining two integrals are absent., there is there-
by obtained the appropriate form of the integral relatiog (44)
which would foLIowif two-dimensional flow had been assumed
from the beginning.
The folio wing formula expresses the integral in question
in terms of a Hankel function
The next step ~ to reduce the second integral on-the.right_
of equation (44) to an integral involving bl/b~. To this
end, there is written-
The two integrals on the right of equation (46) are integrat~d ---
by parts and the constants of integration are chose-u h suih ..=.=
a way that the integrated portions vanish. After some
elementary transformations, this Ieads to the following
formula:
Equations (45) and (47) are introduced kto equation (44) ._ __
and the fo?lowing relation is obtained:
1rsW=K22’2)L.(m-,)~+.~+,~‘“-’ ‘-” “-*)2+”*’(&+G.
The fial step now ccmsists in integrating equation (48)
with respect to z between the Iimit,s— m and r. The con-
dition of undisturbed flow far in front of the lifting surface
makes (tW/&].. _~ =tl. There is then obtained the relation
(49)
Equation (49) expresses the mdues of b@.z for z>O”
in terms of the values of M&) =2 W(&y,0)/bf and of
bk(~,~)p~. Because of t~s facfi the present fo~ of this
integd relation is particularly well-adapted to separate
three-dimensional from twodimensional effects.
—
THE INTEGRALEQUATIO~OF THE OS~LLAT~G L1~~~~G
SURFACE
The integral equation of tie problem k ob~ined by ~ub-
stituthg the inforrqat.ion conta@ed b equations (28), (32],
and (35) in equation (49) and by then Iet,ting z tend to zero.
h so doing the integr~ w~~ contain ~ties ~ the inte-
grand are to be interpreted as Cauchyprincipal ~ahws. This
latter step has been discussed in detail for the case of incom-
pressible flow in reference 1. No additional diflicult.ies in
this regard are eng~~~ered for ~e.pr~sen~ problem of Corn--- “
pre~ible subsonic flow and &e sxphclt just.ifliation for” this
step is therefore @nitted in the present report.
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The integral equation of the oscillating lifting surface in
subsonic compressible flow is thus of the followiag form:
The kernels K and Q are of the following form: ‘ “‘
K– a ~%rJVIZ-gI)]+ Pf:m $HVWC’- w dx’ (51)–z 2 {s&–bd ~, ‘k-d @K~” ; “ “-“~–q ax-“ Im=-5-wdt+““””““
(52)
Equation (50) holds when z and y are inside R.* and is to
be solved for h, in terms of A and g, where A and g are defined
by equations (36) and (37), respectively.
I?’or the case of two-dimensional flow, M/bq=tl” and the
last two intcgrak in equation (50) are absent. The remainder
of the present work has as itk object the derivation of n
procedure to take acco.gnt of these last two integrals in an
approximate manner whicl~ pmrnits the calculation of the
effect of _three-dimensionality of the flow in a simpler way
than by actually solving the complete equation (5o). In the
derivation of this procedure the integral over the airfoil
region R=* and the intsgral .o.ver the wake region RU* are
treated separately.
REDUCTION OF THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL OVER THE
AIRFOIL REGION RC*
Write
where
Ia=
S[
r b e-i*J(Z’-t)2+(r-q)z
–1-.m~(z’ ,g)z+-(y-~)~dx.’ (56)
IT’hendealing ~yit.hlifting surfaces of sufi.ciently clongatcd
form, that is, with surfaces of sufficiently high mpcct mtio,
lw–~1>>1~–~1 over the Infijor Portion of the surface. ~~’l~cJl
this latter inequality holds, the terms J. can, as will bc seen,
be written in such a way that a relatively s“nplc dominant.
term can be separated in each of thcm, These dominant
terms will be used for the approximation to be dcvclopcd.
There remains then the question concerning the \~alidiLyof
the approximation over that portion of R=* where the ilw-
quality fz—~l<<ly—q~ does not hold. This question is
answered as follows. It is assumed thaL bA/bv vmics suf-
ficiently slowly with q so that in this porLion of the region
R=* it is effectively ccmst.ant. If this is the ease, all that. ie
necessary is to take account. of the fwl that.both the Iwrrd
G and the approximation to G to bo obt-aincd mc ocld fmm-
tions of y— q, so that in both cmcs t.lwcontribution to the
mdue of the integral coming from this portion of R=* can he
neglected.
The aforementioned argument is also implicit in the
earlier derivations for the corresponding problem for in-
compressible flow (refcrenccs 1 and 2). There appcms to
be no reason to believe that this particular argument should
be Iess applicable to the problem of subsonic comprmsiblc
flow than to the problem of incompressible flow,
Equation (54) is written in the form
and this implies the following order-of-maagnitudc rclaiion?:
.f’,=-(z-$)~-iu-’l ~(fi+i.) dr
iiii)+”(%%al’57)lls–(x–~)“
Equation (55) is written in the form
“=’f::-”’[(J:m+f-’)% G’’”]’f
S[
.
X2
z-t ##mfFp
=
-Ip,l ;Ho(a(Kltl)+J ~-
1cfz”dr(58)-m
In equation (58), note that, when Eis no~ too small rind
when Iy–ql>>lz—$[,
Neglect the term in equation (60) cmnpared with the term in
equation (59);then,
Note. that this approximation ceases to bc corrccL as Kk
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comes snder and smaller. However, when this is the case
the contribution to the total coming from IZ becomes negli-
gible because of the factor K’ in front of the integral in 12.
Finally, write for 13
and
Neglecting the terms in equation (64) compared with the
terms in equation (63),
Comparison of expressions (57), (61), and (65) shows that
the contribution of 11 to the total may dso be neglected.
Introducing then expressions (61) and (65) into equ%tion (53),
the folIowing approximation is obtained
Equation (66) contains the fundamental simpIMcation of the
kernel Gin the region R.*.
Noting t-hatthe factor of t3k/bq in equation (66) dots not
depend on .&there is -writtenfurther
Take for (k).. its value zero immediately in front of the lead-
ing edge and for (h).~ its value —i VA which foIlows from
equations (35) and (38). Therewith, and with equations-
(36), equation (67) becomes
(d8)
By introducing equation (68) into equation (66), the foLlow-
ing equation is obtained:
J–= ~ J
Equation (69) represents the final result of
section.
(69)
the present
REDUCTION OF THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL OVER THE WAKE
REGION Rm*
In reducing tie doub~e integral over the airfoil region R~* , ~_
to a simpler approximate form,, use has been made of the
fact that the span of R=* is appreciably larger than the chord
of R=*. EvidentIy this is not the situation for the wake re-
gion RW* and thus additional considerations are necessary
for the integral extended over Rm.
8
Proceed as folIows. Write the last integral on the right of
equation (50) in the form
(70)
The second of the two inner integrals “on the right of equa-
tion (70) may be treated exactly I&e th~ integral over R=*.
The first of the integrals has the property, as will be seen,
that it is dependent on x in a simple explicit form.
T&ng the second integral first, thqe results, in mmlogy
to equation (56),
-.
(71)
The remaining integral with respect to c in expression (71)’
will be introduced in evaluated form in the final collected
form of the results.
Next the remaining inkgraI in equation (70) is transformed
as follows
=(?-”= s-$(Aei=~)F’(y-q) dq (72)
It may be noted that the function FM reduces to the
function F firstintroduced by Cicala when M=O, that is,
when the fluid is incompressible (references 4 and 5). Com-
bination of equations (72) and (52) results in the following
form of FM,
‘HJ-’-’”{J’[”e~f+T(J*2+’K)d’
J (s-c -[u-de–i.ww2 )d~ dr+-. -. ~m
(73)
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Now equations (71) and (72) are combined in accordance
with equation (70) in order to obtain the following approxi-
mation to the double integral over RW*:
(74)
THE APPROXIMATE INTEGK..L E“QWATION OF THE PROBLEM
Equations (74) and (69) are substituted into.equation (50)
and the following approximate integral equation is obta~ed:
$
‘T x(&y)K(z - t; ~)d~+9(W)=-* #L
&A(@@@ J“e-qy(x—~K)dg+‘T
(75)
Equation (75) represents in preliminary form the result to
be o~tained in- th~s report. ‘This
somewhat simpler form as follows.
Set
Ae~~T=Q
and introduce a new dimensionless
defined by
redt is reduced to a
(76)
spamvise coordinate y*
.(77)
If b represents the semichord at midspan and d the semi-
span, then it follows from the definitions .of z and y in
equation (19) that the coordinate V* assumes values in the
interval (— 1,1) onIy. .
Further, set
. .
and note. that XL*(O)= —12%T*(0)= 1. For a rectangular
lifting surface, —x~*=z,*= 1 throughout. .
From eq~iationsr{51) and (65), there foJ.Iowsfor the first
integral cm the right of equation (75),
(79)
The second integral on the right of equation (75) becomes
Jm‘T ‘-’pEKd’=L*’-’’’[-$ Q~~!(”(’l’-~l)+
s
i r’ 4+) ~o(%(l~l)dq ~$
T -.
(80)
The third integd on the right of equation (75) lJccomcs,
with K from equation (24),
$
IY–?I& Ae~?.T)~q ( #_q
[
K~~I(a(Kly–ql)+
.
s
i?
-lY-n&Ho(3@[ft)dq ff?l=
—m
$
1 a Iy”–q”l
*[ s
liM -+%—2 Iu’-n”l ~T
—.
-j- uJ@(lfwr-l-
-1 w y*—q l—ilfz -. -
_&& $ ~lm
(
&fii [v*_q*l)] ~q* (81)
Finally, tlwrc is written for the fourth integraI on the righL
of equation (75),
$
$-(Aein2’)5Jy-~ )dq=
$:l%~.[~=(v”-n”)]d,” 032)
where the function F.W,as defied by qua tion (73), may ~L!
written in the following altmmatc form:
F~(x)-
+J”e-i”[f::s;p(~~+>’’’)’f+ “
. . .
J (S~f2 ‘= -I$ie-m% )—--- -d~ (17+—..—m -= >!?+ rz
J-O,lz]e-i...m#+x’ ( )1—~-:+-ii\idT dc (8;)-m @+ #
Noiv.%ollect equations (82), (81), (80), and (79) and sub-
~titutsthe result in equntiou (75). This gives
g(x,p*)=_*
f
.
‘:: Mg,y) y
[ 1:~~ &(Kb-/l)–~ -
— -----
J“~-a~om(l~l)d~] d:+-m
[
l~–:t ~,t2?(’lz-tD+~ $J(y)Jr~*e-”$ ~ –—
x–t
J-K(Z-H~o(a(\(~)d~]fit+
..-.,
*:FAEIW%%“““”--“
. .[ ‘( )= IY*–ZJ*I +“(n ~1–flfl
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kdfJ.—- lY”-’”[1a(~(lwr–-m
iks
[ 1}— F. ,L (y*–q*)d??”J1–M’ (84)\l—M~
In equation (84) there are introduced dimensionless coor-
dinates ~*and & as follows:
so that the intemd ~Ls xs ~T goes over into the interval
– 1s Z*S 1. Further,
‘XT- XL=2b* )
(86)
where b* is the ratio of local semichord to semichord b at
midspan. Finally, the following quantities are introduced:
Note that, for the rectangular plan form, 6*= 1, x~* =0 and,
for the elliptical plan form, b*= ~~~, z.*= O.
Equation (84) then assumes the following form
(88)
Comparison of equations (88) and (84) gives for the ker-
mds iV and SM the foIlowing expressions:
—.
i ii= “(’) (90)
The task from here on is the following. Equation (88)
must be solved for k*, in terms of g* and Q*. This part of
the problem is exactly as in the two-dimensional theory.
The function $2*is then to be determined by an integro-
diilerential equation -which is obtained by expressing Q* in
terms of A* in accordance with the definition of Q*. This
part of the problem is similar to the earlier work on incom- -_
pressible flow of refer~ces 1,2, and 6. Finally the scdution
of the integral equation for Q* musk be used to obtain
expressions for the pressure-distribution at the airfoil, as
affected by the three-dimensionality of the flow about a
wing of finite span.
The results, as expressed by equations (88), (89), (90), and
(83), include the special case of two-dimensional flow for ‘-
which dQ*/dq*=O, and the special case of incompressible
flow for which M=O. They sIso include essentially known
re.dts on ‘compressible steady flow for which k=O.
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